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Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and PropsSybex, 2010

	Use Maya to create realistic environments and props for digital games


	Weapons, vehicles, tools, buildings, trees, plants, walls, ceilings, and floors-these items may seem secondary to the game environment, but they are integral parts of the game and they all need to be created. Maya Studio Projects: Game Environments and...
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3D Graphics for Game ProgrammingCRC Press, 2011


	Many of computer graphics classes in colleges are focused on real-time rendering

	and animation. However, it is not easy to nd an appropriate textbook,

	which presents the state of the art in interactive graphics, is balanced between

	theory and practicality, and is of a proper length to be covered in a semester.

	This book is...
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Unifying Theories of Programming and Formal Engineering Methods: International Training School on Software Engineering, Held at ICTAC 2013, Shanghai, ... Lectures (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book presents 5 tutorial lectures by leading researchers given at the ICTAC 2013 Software Engineering School on Unifying Theories of Programming and Formal Engineering Methods, held in Shanghai, China in August 2013.The lectures are aimed at postgraduate students, researchers, academics, and industrial engineers. They cover topics such...
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Programming with Data: A Guide to the S Language (Lecture Notes in Economics and)Springer, 2004

	Here is a thorough and authoritative guide to the latest version of the S language and its programming environment. Programming With Data describes a new and greatly extended version of S, written by the chief designer of the language itself. It is a guide to the complete programming process, starting from simple, interactive use, and continuing...
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2004: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2004
Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. Introducing first principles and the creation of 2D technical drawings, the author goes on to demonstrate construction of 3D solid model drawings and rendering of 3D models. Worked examples...
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Process Control: A First Course with MATLAB (Cambridge Series in Chemical Engineering)Cambridge University Press, 2002

	"This book operates well as a succinct and readable introductory text for students studying process control, as well as for professionals undertaking industrial short courses or looking for a brief reference. It will also serve admirably as a useful teaching textbook...a book that informs, illuminates, and is sure to elicit lively...
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The Oxford Dictionary of IdiomsOxford University Press, 2004
`Anyone who is addicted to the richness of the English language or simply intrigued by the origin and meaning of an idiom like "teach your grandmother to suck eggs" will relish this work.'  Library Journal    

       Did you know that 'flavor of the month' originated in a marketing campaign in American ice-cream parlors in the...
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Computer Animation: Algorithms and Techniques (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
Whether you're a programmer developing new animation functionality or an animator trying to get the most out of your current animation software, Computer Animation: Algorithms and Techniques will help work more efficiently and achieve better results. For programmers, this book provides a solid theoretical orientation and extensive...
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SharePoint 2010 Administration Instant ReferenceSybex, 2011

	There are a lot of SharePoint books out there, and you might be wondering, why another? We know that different people buy books for different reasons. In this book, we cater to the busiest of professionals. We respect your time and understand that many of you don’t have time to read an 800-page tome. You need quick answers to real...
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Macworld Mac OS X BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Macworld Mac OS X Bible offers a comprehensive look  at what is arguably the most complicated and advanced operating system  currently available for consumer-level PCs. OS X represents a major  step in the evolution of the Macintosh computer, but it is not an easy  step. The authors understand this and present OS X in a clear and...
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Implementing Database Security and Auditing: Includes Examples for Oracle, SQL Server, DB2 UDB, SybaseDigital Press, 2005
"Today, databases house our 'information crown jewels', but database security is one of the weakest areas of most information security programs. With this excellent book, Ben-Natan empowers you to close this database security gap and raise your database security bar!"   Bruce W. Moulton.  CISO/VP, Fidelity Investments (1995 - 2001)...
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Microsoft Office Home & Student 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Microsoft Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and OneNote®-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Topics include creating effective documents; using themes, templates, and other formatting tools; building...
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